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ABSTRACT
Poroelasticity is very important theoretical background in considering
deformation-pressure behavior of stressed rock specimen. To understand the poroelatic
behavior of Berea sandstone specimen of 10mm diameter and 20mm length was
deformed hydrostatically under increasing confining pressure and pore pressure. The
average diameter and volumetric strain decreased monotonically with increasing
effective confining pressure. This volumetric decrease was used for thresholding of the
image processing during pressurization. To apply 3DMA analysis for structural analysis
in the stressed Berea sandstone, in the first we confirmed its applicability to porous rock
specimen of Berea sandstone. We compared total porosity of grass beads packing with
theoretical geometry of granular packing. We present the verification of 3DMA method
and also present quantitative characterization of each medial axis distribution and
number of connecting paths change of Berea sandstone under various confining
pressure and pore pressure.

1. Introduction
In Geomechanics and hydrology field, the theory of linear poroelasticity and its
application are important and fundamental problem. The permeability and specific
storage of rocks and sedimentary layers under deep depth are key parameters for
problems related to the evaluation of buried natural gas and oil, CO2 aquifer storage,
and various kinds of waste storage. The theory of poroelasticity to solve these problems
addresses the time-dependent coupling between the deformation of rock and fluid flow
within rock(Wang, H.F., 2000). In poroelastic experiment, we have measured volume
change, drainage volume and pore pressure change as functions of hydrostatic
pressure, pore pressure and axial differential stress. And we can observe various
poroelastic coefficients related to compressibility or bulk modulus, Poisson’s ratio,
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Fig. 1. Schematic
c illustratio
on of µfocus X-ray CT
T imaging ssystem.

3. Designing of a pressure vessel for the simultaneous loading of confining
pressure and pore pressure
A new pressure vessel for micro-focus X-Ray CT needs to satisfy the following
requirements.
1) To obtain larger CT images, the pressure vessel must be as small as possible.
2) To withstand confining pressures up to several tens of MPa, the cell body should be
made of material with high tensile strength.
3) To decrease the X-Ray attenuation, the main material of cell body should have a low
atomic number.
4) Pressure vessel needs to be as light as possible because the rotating stage has the
weight limit.
Figure 2 shows the design of resulting pressure vessel which fulfills the
requirements for simultaneous loading of confining pressure and pore pressure. The
following is brief explanation of each part.
(1) is the pressure flange. It is basically same as one used for hydrostatic pressure
vessels.
(2) is the body of pressure vessel. We used peek material because of its easiness for
processing and high tensile strength. Peek material is often used for pressure sealing
gaskets. The external diameter was designed to be 30mm in order to enlarge geometric
expansion rate of CT images.
(3) are end-plugs designed to fit to specimens with diameter of 10mm and height of
20mm. Pore water pressure lines are directly connected to these end-plugs and
insulated from hydrostatic pressure line by 1/16 inch high-pressure stainless tube and
O-rings.
(6) are high-pressure needle valves for upstream, downstream of pore pressure
and confining pressure. The pressure tightness is 15000psi. The maximum
loading capacity of portable hydraulic pump is 42MPa.
A new pressure vessel was developed to simultaneously supply both the confining
pressure and pore pressure to a rock specimen with a 10 mm diameter and 20 mm
length. To determine a change to the inner structure of a rock specimen under
hydrostatic pressure, we took three-dimensional images of stressed Berea sandstone
by micro focus X-ray CT.

Fig. 2. New
w pressure
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MA packa
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for a
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c
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Fig. 3. Two Dim
mensional illustration
n of Medial Axis behaavior.

Fig. 4. T
Three Dime
ensional im
mage of Me
edial Axis in
i grass be
eads with 6600 µ diam
meter. (a)
3 dimen
nsional orig
ginal CT da
ata. (b) 3 d
dimensiona
al pore spa
ace image extracted from CT
da
ata. (c) 3 dimensionall medial axxis image calculated
c
from pore network data

5. Verifiication of total poro
osity in gra
ass beads
s packing
Ge
eometry off porous ag
ggregate o
of small gra
ass beads is calculatted theoretically as
granularr packing mechanism
m in the ssoil mecha
anics field. In total pporosity of granular
packing,, table 1 is referred as
a geometrrical inform
mation of att each packking patterrns (refer
to Moga
ami (1969))). Total porosity
p
sh
hown in Fiig.5 for va
arious packking patterns are
varied from the minimum
m
of
o tetrahed
dral (25.95
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ple cubic
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%). As sho
own in Fig
g.4, real im
mages of small
s
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s beads paacking by CT data
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m
dense
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nized. On
the othe
er hand, to
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ped packinng in expe
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ncentrated
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w
bea
ads diametter in Table
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b
packing prepa
ared for CT
T imaging exist
e
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etragonal
sphenoidal (30%) and cubica
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dral(39.5%)).
Table
e. 1.
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MOGAMI (1
1969))
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ocus X-rayy CT proces
ssing

F
Fig. 5. Illusttration of several
s
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anular pack
kings (Refe
er to MOGA
AMI (1969
9))
6. Resu
ults of ge
eometrical data un
nder chan
nging con
nfining prressure an
nd pore
pressurre
g.6 shows confining pressure
p
e
effect on CT volume data,
d
mediial axis distribution,
Fig
number of conneccting paths. Confining
g pressure was raised from atm
mospheric pressure
to 10 MPa, total porosity
p
of Berea san
ndstone ch
hanged from 17.98% to 17.43%
%. These
values are evalu
uated exp
perimentallly by volumetric strain
s
chaange with precise
displace
ement tran
nsducer under
u
presssurization
n. Similarly, Fig.7 also show
ws pore
pressure
e decreasing effect on
o each da
ata. Total porosity is also evaluuated as the same
manner of confinin
ng pressurre effect. T
Total poros
sity as bulk
k estimatioon were de
ecreased
with incrreasing co
onfining pressure an d increase
ed with inc
creasing ppore pressu
ure. This
fundame
ental phen
nomenon by pressu
ure varianc
ce is obe
eying the effective confining
c
pressure
e law and show
s
basic
c behaviorss on pressurization of
o compositte porous materials.
m
Howeve
er, focusing
g on the me
edial axis i nformation
n, especially number of connec
cting path

between
n opposite faces at every perp
pendicular direction X, Y and Z are not obeying
systema
atically on pressure effect.
e
Herre, X and Y direction
n are paraallel to the bedding
plane off Berea san
ndstone, and
a Z direcction is norrmal to the bedding pplane. On confining
c
pressure
e effect, nu
umber of connecting paths for x direction increasedd by 3 times to zero
pressure
e. Those fo
or Y and Z directions are decrea
ased with increasing confining pressure,
show cle
ear effect on
o pressurization. Po
ore pressurre effect on
n number oof connecting paths
showed similar ch
haracteristiics for diffferent direction. Only
y Y and Z direction showed
good ag
greement for
f pressurrization efffect, numb
ber of conn
necting paaths for X direction
showed increased value und
der pressurrization. It is conclude
ed that geoometric infformation
by medial axis an
nalysis could not pe
erfectly ob
beyed pres
ssurizationn effect, especially
number of conn
necting pa
aths for X direction showe
ed differeent behav
viors for
pressurization.

Fig.6. C
Confining pressure efffect on CT
T volume data, media
al axis distrribution, nu
umber of
connectting paths for differen
nt perpend
dicular direction X, Y and Z. X aand Y direc
ction are
paralle
el to the be
edding plane of Bere
ea sandstone, Z is no
ormal to thee bedding plane.

Fig.7. Pore presssure effec
ct on CT vo
olume data
a, medial axis
a distribuution, number of
connectting paths for differen
nt perpend
dicular direction X, Y and Z. X aand Y direc
ction are
paralle
edding plane of Bere
ea sandstone, Z is no
ormal to thee bedding plane.
el to the be
Conclus
sion
We
e introduce
ed 3 dimen
nsional me dial axis (3
3DMA) ana
alysis of Linndquist et al.(2000)
a
to visualize in deta
ail the man
nner of po
ore geomettry in Bere
ea sandstoone under various
pore pre
essure and
d confining
g pressure
e. Berea sa
andstone specimen
s
of 10mm diameter
and 20m
mm length
h was defformed hyydrostatically. The average
a
di ameter de
ecreased
monoton
nically with
h increasing effective
e confining pressure. To apply 3DMA ana
alysis for
the stressed Bere
ea sandsto
one, we ve
erified firsttly three dimensiona
d
al data of different
sizes off grass be
eads packing obtaine
ed with micro
m
focus
s X-ray CT
T. We pre
esent the
verificatiion of 3DM
MA method
d and mea
asured disttributions of
o 3 dimennsional me
edial axis
and num
mber of connecting paths
p
for d ifferent pe
erpendicula
ar directionn X, Y and Z under
various confining pressure and pore pressure. Geometric
c informatiion by me
edial axis
analysiss could not perfecttly obeyed
d pressurrization efffect, espeecially number of

connecting paths for X direction showed different behaviors for pressurization. This will
be caused by cross lamination of Berea sandstone under sedimentation.
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